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Abstract
This portfolio will share my personal view on user 
experience (UX). This view is based on a diverse 
selection of literature, as well as own experiences gained 
throughout my study as Industrial Designer.

Introduction
This portfolio will demonstrate the knowledge I gained in 
three weeks of following In the course ‘User Experience 
Theory and Practice’. Definitions of UX of others, as well 
as theory and my own view on UX will be taken into 
consideration in order to formulate what UX is according 
to me. I will illustrate a motivated opinion on which 
theories I find interesting and describe how my view on 
UX is relevant to the Research, Design and Development 
track by regarding a real life company.
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UX Definitions and Descriptions
The following definitions of UX are the ones that I 
consider to come closest to what UX is. (gathered from 
http://www.allaboutux.org/UX-definitions) 

“All the aspects of how people use an interactive product: 
the way it feels in their hands, how well they understand 
how it works, how they feel about it while they’re using 
it, how well it serves their purposes, and how well it fits 
into the entire context in which they are using it.” 
– Alben (1996) 

“A consequence of a user’s internal state (predispositions, 
expectations, needs, motivation, mood, etc.), the 
characteristics of the designed system (e.g. complexity, 
purpose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the context 
(or the environment) within which the interaction occurs 
(e.g. organisational/social setting, meaningfulness of the 
activity, voluntariness of use, etc.)”
– Hassenzahl & Tractinsky (2006)

“The value derived from interaction(s) [or anticipated 
interaction(s)] with a product or service and the 
supporting cast in the context of use (e.g., time, location, 
and user disposition).”
– Sward & MacArthur (2007)

All three definitions describe the three factors influencing 
the UX as described in the UX white paper by V. Roto 
et al (2011); context, user and system. I think these 



three factors are providing an overarching fundament 
to explain UX. In order to create an experience, you 
will need a context to be in with one or more users 
who interact with a system. All three factors can have 
multiple parameters which again influence the UX. These 
parameters will define how the UX should be designed, 
since every context, user and system as different 
characteristics, needs and requirements.

Activity Log
In Table 1 (Appendix A), I present the readings I did 
during the first three weeks of the course. 

Prior to every weekly lecture, I tried to read all the 
literature as stated in the study guide. In the first week, 
the literature on User Experience by V. Roto et al and M. 
Hassenzahl were unfamiliar to me. The White Paper on 
UX by V. Roto et al (2011) gave me a very clear overview 
of what UX is and which aspects are important when 
considering UX. Hassenzahl’s book Experience design: 
Technology for all the right reasons (2010) was an 
interesting read on his perspective on UX, while giving 
multiple examples of other studies. 

The readings on needs, paradigms and value based 
design were familiar to me due to my enrollment into 
the USE trajectory ‘The Secret Life of Light’, where this 
literature was introduced to me.

The second week’s topics were on behavior, attention, 
decision making, social awareness and everyday life. 
Since I had been in the squad Social Interactions with 
Shared Systems for the last two semesters, I already 
knew the papers on Social Translucence by T. Erickson & 
W. A. Kellogg (2000) and Intelligibility and Accountability 
by Belloti, Victoria & K. Edwards (2001). Therefore, I 
chose to focus more on reading the literature published 
by D. Montaño and D. Kasprzyk (2008) on their Theory 

of Planned Behavior (TPB) and the Integrated Behavioral 
Model (IBM).

In this week, I was quite busy reading literature for the 
course ‘Design for Focused and Peripheral Interaction’, 
which made me drift off the required readings as 
proposed in the study guide. Instead, I chose to 
read more in depth literature of S. Bakker and K. 
Niemantsverdriet by reading the majority of their doctoral 
dissertations.

In the third week, the concept of empathy was made 
clear to me by reading most of J. Zaki’s Empaty: a 
motivated account (2014). During the lectures, the value 
of empathic design was made clear to me as well, while 
also giving some additional information on several UX 
evaluation methods. For me, the part on UX evaluation 
was a more of a pleasant refresher rather than an 
extension, because I already gained quite some of the 
knowledge while following the course ‘User Evaluation 
Methods’ in my B3.2

Theory, Tools and Attitude
In the previous section I have described which readings 
were done to obtain additional knowledge on the topic of 
UX. In this section, I will elicit a selection of theory, tools 
and examples that in particular were interesting to me in 
the same weekly structure as presented in the lectures. 

Week 1
The first paper I read was by V. Roto et al. (2011): 
White paper UX. I think this paper gives a clear image 
of what UX is as a phenomena, as well as a practice. It 
clearly describes the differences between ‘an experience’ 
and ‘user experience’. Moreover, it states that UX is 
strongly related to time, which is also repeated in the 
work of I. Pettersson (2018). What interested me is that 
I never consciously noticed this myself, but when it got 



introduced to me, it made total sense. 

M. Hassenzahl’s book: Experience design: Technology 
for All the Right Reasons (2010), also explains how UX 
is related to interactive products. He introduces the 
hierarchy of goals as depicted in Figure 1. I learned 
from this that value can be created when having do and 
motor goals, but something can only give meaning to 
a person whenever the product provides be goals for 
its users too. Hassenzahl also describes the subjective, 
holistic, situated, dynamic and positive aspects of 
experience. The examples he gives are very clear and 
gives the reader a good understanding of each aspect 
of experience. One remarkable example I would like to 
highlight is Kahneman & Miller’s Norm Theory (2002). 
This theory explains experiences where you miss 
something such as a plane or a shot on goal by a little to 
be more dissatisfying than when you would miss it by a 
lot. This theory is used to explain the subjective property 
of experience, which again was relatable and therefore 
more interesting to me. 

Week 2
As I began to read the theories on TPB and the IBM by 
D. Montaño & D. Kasprzyk (2008), I recognized parts of 
the TPB from K. Niemantsverdriet’s doctoral dissertation 
on Designing Interactions with Shared Systems (2018) 
which was already familiar to me. I found it interesting 
to see how K. Niemantsverdriet’s Exploration-Action 
Model (EAM) (Figure 2) builds upon the TPB to present 
a model which can be used in interaction design for 
shared use. These readings gave me more insights into 
the psychological aspects of UX, as well as how and why 
people interact with interactive products. 

Moreover, the paper presenting the interaction-attention 
continuum by S. Bakker and K. Niemantsverdriet (2016) 
was familiar to me due to the course Design for Focused 
and Peripheral Interaction I am currently taking. More 

background knowledge was obtained by reading several 
chapters of S. Bakker’s doctoral dissertation on Design 
for Peripheral Interaction. For me, this knowledge brings 
about a new perspective on interaction design. The UX 
created by interactive products can be influenced when 
peripheral interactions are implemented in the design. 
I think it is important to find the right balance between 
the complexity of the interaction (how many mental 
resources it requires) and the result of the interaction 
when designing such products.   

Week 3
In this week the broad concept of empathy was explained 
in more detail. Up until this point, I only knew of the term 
empathy as it was introduced to me previous semester 
when I was involved in an empathic design research 
project. The only thing I knew was that it was extremely 
focused on human kind as individuals and as a whole. I 
now recognize that empathy entails way more than that, 
and that it can also be used as a designer’s skill to create 
better user experiences.

The examples presented in the lecture on achieving 
empathy made me think differently on how to give form 
to evaluation methods such as the imagined other or 
narrative and ethnography-based methods. 

Integration of UX in Own Project
The most recent design project I did was Q and I (Figure 
3). This speaker aimed to enhance the shared listening 
experience by giving users leverage to discussions by 
showing authorship in the queue. Within this project, the 
UX was created by concept sessions, user research and 
design iterations. 

Since this project was carried out in the squad Social 
Interactions with Shared Systems, theory presented 
within this squad was applied during the whole design 

Figure 1: Three level hierarchy of 
goals (M. Hassenzahl, 2010)

Figure 2: The Exploration-Action 
Model (Niemantsverdriet, 2018)

Figure 3: Q and I



process. The most important model that was applied was 
the Exploration-Action Model (Figure 2) constructed by K. 
Niemantsverdriet (2018), since the shared element was a 
major factor for designing the right UX for Q and I. 

Part of the overall UX is the usability of the digital 
interface. In our project, we chose to conduct a usability 
test in order to improve the way users could interact with 
the interface. 

Moreover, a fully functional prototype was deployed into 
a realistic setting, where we let the participants interact 
with the product. In order to evaluate their experiences 
we started each session with a short group discussion 
as sensitization to understand how they interacted with 
music as a group right now, which was inspired by the 
Co-Constructing stories method (D. O. Buskermolen, D. 
Ozcelik, J. Terken, 2012). After letting the participants 
interact with the prototype, a questionnaire was filled 
in by each participant, which was constructed by using 
the AttrakDiff (M. Hassenzahl, 2015) and the UEQ (M. 
Schrepp, A. Hinderks, & J. Thomaschewski, 2014). Since 
the quantitative results of this questionnaire would not 
result in significant data, the questionnaire acted as fuel 
for a group discussion that followed afterwards. The 
qualitative data was then carried further in evaluating the 
UX.

Looking back at this project, I now realize that we have 
never looked specifically at other theories related to UX 
than were presented to us within the squad. Prior to 
testing our initial concept, it would have been interesting 
to have looked more into the need fulfillment of our 
targeted users as described in Chapter 4 of Hassenzahl’s 
book Experience design: Technology for all the right 
reasons (2011). It might still be interesting to look at 
how we could iterate our design when identifying the 
most important needs of our users.

Another interesting possible design implication for Q and 
I is inspired by the work of C. Gutwin & S. Greenberg, 
on the framework of workspace awareness (2002). In 
Chapter 5, they present several elements of awareness 
that relate to the past. This could be interesting to 
implement in our design as it may not be too clear for 
users to recognize changes that happened in the past. An 
option to show presence and action history could maybe 
positively influence the UX in contexts in which the users 
are less acquainted with one another.

Personal UX Proposition
Recently, I applied to an internship position at Signify. 
However, the application process did not require any 
reasoning in terms of what value I could bring to the 
company. That is why my personal UX proposition goes 
out towards Signify. In this section, my personal view on 
what UX entails will also be described.

Application position: UX Research Intern at Signify

UX related motivation: In a world full of technology and 
interactive products, I believe the way users experience 
this world becomes more and more prominent. As an 
Industrial Designer, I have been taught to think critically 
and extensively about how to design for the right user 
experience, as well evaluating this user experience. But, 
what exactly is user experience?
 
User experience for me is the evoked feeling of a user 
as a result of an interaction with an interactive product 
or service. This feeling can be influenced by other users, 
your surroundings, your prior experiences with either 
familiar or unfamiliar products; or any combination of 
those. This feeling can be observed and measured by 
using a great amount of different tools or methods. It is 
essential to use the right methods or tools to evaluate 
user experience. Contextual and time-bound factors can 



influence the outcome of the measured user experience. 
Therefore, I think it is important to have knowledge of 
(un)common tools and methods of evaluating UX, as 
well as a thorough understanding of the theoretical and 
practical aspects of designing UX. 

The Research Design and Development Master track 
connects perfectly with the vision that both designing and 
evaluating the user experience of interactive products 
or services is essential to innovate in this technological 
world, as it is shifting towards a transformative economy. 
I can advance a company by looking at specific user 
needs in order to create value that translates into 
meaningful designs for these users. This results in 
future proof designs or proposals that contribute to the 
development of the company, as well as to innovation as 
a whole.
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Appendix A
  

Week Author(s) Readings Published in
Week 1 Roto, V. et al

Hassenzahl, M. 

Brand, R. & Rocchi, S. 

Den Ouden, Elke. 

White paper UX 

Experience design: Technology for all the right reasons. Synthesis Lectures on Human-
Centered Informatics, 3(1), 1-95

Encyclopedia entry on User Experience and Experience Design. From  Interaction-Design.org

Rethinking value in a changing landscape. A model for strategic reflection and business 
transformation. A Philips Design paper

Creating Meaningful Interactions: The Value Framework. In:  Advanced  design methods for 
successful innovation. Design United. Chapter 8, pp. 167-184

2011

2010

2011

2011

2013

Week 2 Montaño, D. & 
Kasprzyk, D.

Gutwin, C. & 
Greenberg, S

Bakker. S & 
Niemantsverdriet. K 

Bakker. S

Niemantsverdriet. K

Chapter 6 Theory of Reasoned Action, Theory of Planned Behavior, and the Integrated 
Behavioral Model. In Health Behavior: Theory, Research, and Practice, 5th Edition

A descriptive framework of workspace awareness for real-time groupware. Comput. Support. 
Coop. Work 11, 3–4 (2002), 411–446

The interaction-attention continuum: considering various levels of human attention in 
interaction design. International Journal of Design, 10(2), 1-14

Doctoral Dissertation: Design for Peripheral Interaction

Doctoral Dissertation: Designing Interactions with Shared Systems

2008

2002

2016

2013

2018

Week 3 Zaki, J.      

Leonard & Rayport

Norman, D. A. & 
Verganti, R.          

Empathy: a motivated account. Psychological bulletin, 140(6) 

Spark Innovation through Empathic Design. Harvard Business Review

Incremental  and  radical  innovation: Design research vs. technology and meaning change. 
Design Issues, 30(1), 78-96

2014

1997

2014

Table 1: Activity log


